
Hi everyone!



These where hectic 2 weeks :) It would normally take 2-3 months to perform the analytics 
that I am going to present to you. But we have mobilized all the available resources, 
worked around the clock and did the impossible!



We have built and interactive dashboard on Power BI with use of the most advanced 
technologies of data modelling and visualization.



To be more precise, it is not a single dashboard, but a series of dashboards.



In future it is possible to add new pages depending on the individual scopes and tasks. 



I hope that you will appreciate our work, as many people have worked on this project day 
and night.

@Knyazev_Platon

The first sheet contains summarized indicators of all the sub-governances

Below that – a spreadsheet containing the information about the individual 


sub-governances token requests and their purposes, as well as dates and quantities 


of payments received by them.

Further on, upon the switching 


to each of the individual sub-governances 

the switch is located on the top right corner

the page gets reconfigured and we 

can see the data related to that 

individual sub-governance

Also, on the same page we can see sub-governance’s 

multiple activity indicators, multisig, its balance and 

many other auxiliary indexes.

The column chart visualization also shows how 

many tokens were requested and spent for 

contests / administrative costs coverage per each 

month on the timeline.
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SUB-GOVERNANCES MOTIVATION
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Column chart shows comparison 

between various sub-governances

how many motivation

tokens were allocated

how many of them 

were spent on contests 

how many of them were spent 

on other administrative 

click here

Potentially this visualization could be enhanced, 

as there are many ideas, but they require 


more time for implementation

On the right we can 
see summarized 
members’ data and 
motivation volumes

The number of sub-governances 


and average number of contests

The number of contests and 


average number of submissions

The number of submissions 


and average number of winners

The number of jury members 


and average size of reward per judge

5 KPI blocks can 

be found on the 

left side

CONTESTS
S h e e t  2

The first visualization on the top right 

contains the column chart reflecting the 

monthly number of contests and each 

sub-governance’s share in it on a monthly 

timeline

On the right side from it we 

can see a comparison of the 

different sub-governances’ 

jury members’ reward sizes

Below that we can see a more elaborated information referring each sub-governance. 



Total number of contests, their allocation per completed, active or in process of voting 

criteria, as well as summarized data containing key contest indicators.

SPREADSHEETS
S h e e t  3

This sheet contains all the data that was chosen on the dashboard in a 

commonly used spreadsheet format and fully ready for export

The dashboard is fully interactive and you can try it out on your own, there are many clickable 

elements and switches of inter-dependent values.

Due to the EXTREMELY short development timeframes, some data may be displayed incorrectly, 

but we hope that we can verify all the elements before deadline

The development of sub-governance analytic dashboards has identified a number of weaknesses 

and blind spots in the current system of motivation and accountability. Yes, each sub-governance 

is a separate entity, however, there is a clear need for a unified basic indicators for the majority. 

Our conclusions will be formulated in a separate address to the community.
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